The discussion of the aesthetics of the avant-gardes needs to be considered as a global issue, even though its representation differs with each country of origin. This paper will discuss the methods of representation employed by two diametrically opposed artists, whose roots go back to the Brazilian neo-avantgarde movement: Eduardo Kac and André Vallias. This analysis of the avantgardes within the aesthetic of Modernity is based on Jacques Rancière's "régimes esthétiques", his idea of the "partage du sensible", and on the combination of his concepts of "mésentente et malentendu". In particular, we will address one specific question related to poetry since the beginning of the Modernity: how does post-neo-avant-garde poetry transfer subjectivity from the poem's immanence to the reader's/viewer's perception and inter-activity?
Introduction
The discussion of the aesthetics of the avant-gardes as predecessors of inter-media and digital arts always comes with the search for identity related to the countries of origin of its representatives, as if the cultural roots determined an artist's production-if in a global context. The nearly antagonistic unity of this assertion induces a reading of Modernity which in Jacques Rancière's [1] terms with the "dehumanization of art":
[…] the new sensibility represents the generic fact and the source, as it were, from which the former spring. This sensibility is worthwhile to define. And when we seek to ascertain the most general and most characteristic feature of modern artistic production, we come upon the tendency to dehumanize art (Ortega y Gasset, Dehumanization, p. [18] [19] .
From today's perspective, we can easily apply Gasset's "unpopularity" of modern aesthetics within a society dominated by the mass-media such as in Brazil. It is these mass-media that post-avant-garde production will compete against or also play along with-sometimes it is through telecommunication that the artist manages to express his parody on and through that medium.
André Vallias [4] and Eduardo Kac [5] grew up in the Brazil of the 1960s, the former in São Paulo, the latter in Rio de Janeiro. The neo-avant-gardes had then become popular through the tropicália movement expressed in the plastic arts, as exemplified by the work of Hélio Oiticica, as well as music-ranging from contemporary classical music to pop music-(cf. Charles Perrone [6] "Versatile Vanguard", pp. 75-78) and concrete poetry turned into an international movement. The substantial exchanges between its key figures, with a considerable number of relevant exhibitions by the end of the 1960s and the releases of anthologies at the beginning of the 1970s, are today considered historical keys for the understanding of the "politique specifique" within the regime of the arts.
André Vallias considers these key figures as his predecessors; his earliest works
were created with serigraphy alluding to concrete poetry, and throughout his career he would honor his precursors, creating, in parallel to his digital works, concrete poems (all published on his blog), such as the distich "ameríndio/ oudeixe-o" (Amerindian/or leave it, 2014). In this concrete poem, Vallias paraphrases the slogan used during the dictatorship, "Brasil, ame-o ou deixe-o" (Brazil, love it or leave it), combining it with the word "Amerindian" that refers to the most persecuted group in Brazil today: the endangered ethnic minority that faced the existential threat of extinction due to, among others, the rapid expansion of the agro-industry. Continuing the idea of Décio Pignatari's [7] affirmation on concrete poetry of "the poet as a designer of the language" (Augusto But are these considerations, which would lead us toward an incidental canonization-along Harold Bloom's idea of "anxiety of influence"-acceptable?
Even if we were to invert the values considered, such as suggested by William Marx [10] with his concept of "arrière-garde", where he identifies within the neo-avant-garde a perfect inspiring source for the historical avant-garde (William arx, ed., Les arrière-gardes, pp. 8-9): Does this amount to anything more than just re-assessing the status of influence and being influenced? Would it not be rather much more pertinent and interesting instead to re-think Modernity through aesthetic representations like those by Vallias and Kac and to consider categories other than those of aesthetic heritage?
These questions become less pertinent when considered through Jacques Rancière's concept of Modernity. The politics of aesthetics of the avant-gardes in Rancière's Partage du Sensible as addressed above share the same fundament with all aesthetic thinking within Modernity. Jacques Rancière's "régimes esthétiques", his "partage du sensible", as well as the combination of his concepts of "mésentente" and "malentendu" (discussed below) lead us to question the aesthetic position of these two artists in a society which encounters both late industrialization and post-industrial effects.
In the Brazil of the last decades of the 20 th century, poverty and illiteracy coexist with the development of high technology and industrial investments. As already mentioned, the first works of both poets were published in the 1980s, as 
From Poetry to Poiesis
The poetry corpus discussed in this essay demonstrates a technique of production based on an inter-semiotic search for creation within the visual and the conceptual (rarely complemented with auditory elements), and with its realisa- IO: Analysis follows the same idea of creating meaning by inverting the terms, also expressed by a designed diagram which shows, as a spherical surface, the "O" and, revealed by the reader's mouse click, an oblong cavity, an "invagination" of the sphere, the "I". The "I" and "O" are clearly interrelated, the "I" being formed out of the surface of the "O" and at the same time constituting the internal structure of the "O". The title of the poem suggests a representation of subjectivity that does not lead to the poet's identity anymore (cf. also Derrida's discussion of the invaginated text opening the "inside" to the "other" while denying both a stable identity in Simon M. Wortham [12] , The Derrida Dictionary, pp. 76-77). The Italian word Io (English "I") is self-generated. The term "IO: Analysis" also suggests the abbreviation of "input-output analysis", a mathematic approach to modelling for understanding reciprocity of inputs and outputs in scientific models as employed in the natural sciences, engineering, and economics. André Vallias' Web-poem oratorio, encantação pelo rio (2007) , can be interpreted as a live-presentation (registered and offered on the Web) or as an inter-active Web-poem. In the first version, the viewer combines images-projections of the words "rio/morro/logo", in different combinations-on a changing background of colours; the poet himself walks up and down in front of the screen and a voice from the off pronounces the verses which are not projected, as to complete the alternating combination of the three displayed words. The spoken words are the names of all geographical places of Rio de Janeiro, beginning with the names of the "morros" (hills) and "rios" (rivers): they form a verbal mapping of the city. The various meanings of "rio" (river, the city of Rio de Janeiro, and the conjugation of the verb "to laugh": "eu rio"/I laugh), "morro" (hill, but also: "I live/reside" or "I die") and "logo" (as logos; as adverb: "soon", It is not only by interacting through the interface that the reader achieves the complete meaning of the poem, but also by developing their own interpretation of the semantic combination of the significant exposed: "morro"/noun or "morro"/verb; "rio"/noun or "rio"/verb; each combined with the places and rivers cited. The well-known expression "transpiration instead of inspiration" can be seen to apply, with the viewer being forced to combine the elements of the poem so as to generate significations.
In all the poems discussed above, it is the striking preoccupation with the representation of the verbum that catches the attention of the reader, as if the verbivocovisual body of the concrete poem was transformed into its verbi logo visual material. This theme is also realized in Eduardo Kac's early visual work: suggested by all these titles, the word is shown in its fragility (of meaning and representation). Since the earliest avant-gardes, the work with the verbal materiality on the one hand reflects the poet's desire of keeping a subjective distance. and on the other hand it is through the manner in which this materiality is conceptualized that the reader recognizes the signature of its "maker". Kac seems to broach the issue of the loss of lyrical subjectivity in the aesthetic regime and inserts his lyrical self in other ways. Inter-subjectivity, a key element for understanding literature, is here suggested to be either the full and exclusive responsibility of the viewer, or to be fully materialized in the poem: holo/olho is an anagrammatic poem that reflects these two words as if they were intrinsic parts of a whole: Without holo, no olho (eye) and without olho, no holo. When in AbrAcAdAbrA the consonants orbit around the single vocal and the viewer does not have the possibility to ever get to see the whole word, it is suggested that the magic lies in the opening, through fractal views, of the mystery door to the treasure of understanding. As the three letters of the tri-dimensional axes ZYX appear and disappear across the colours of a rainbow, a mirror reflects the observer through the scene, so that they become part of the object or art. The wordsl holopoems realise complementary scenarios, where the continuous recombination of "word" and "world" revolves around the projected head of Kac himself, exposing subjectivity as physical presence of the poet, inserted in a cross-cutting of these two semantic categories. In chaos, the three-color reflection hologram generates in different rhythms the waxing and waning of the characters "c", "h" and "a" is opposed to the constantly shown "s" and "o", creating the pattern "s.o.s": in this setting, the word holocaust can be read hypostastically. With quando?, Kac confirms Simon Biggs" [14] description of the rupture of inter-subjective communication through poetry (as an exaggeration of Ortega y Gasset's "dehumanization of art"):
Readers expect and seek the identification of an author in a text as a means to assist them in their own self differentiation. Reading a text can thus be regarded as a psycho-social act, where readers are concerned with their own constitution and differentiation, as social beings, through the treatment of the author as an avatar or equivalent symbolic deployment as imagined other (Simon Biggs, "Auto/onto-poiesis", pp. 85-86).
In quando?, the verse"A LUZ/ILUDE/A LENTE/LENTA/MENTE" (the light illudes/tricks the lens slow-ly) can be read from right to the left, or vice-versa (slow mind the lens illudes the light), as well as in other combinations. But the words only appear in fragments, their bodies are never shown in their entirety. Gestalt Theory, according to which "the whole is more than the sum of its parts" could be called into cause here, not to approach cognition/the intellect, but to question the viewer's physical identity.
The key to Biggs" approach to his own artistic intention by explaining why he chooses the self-generated digital poem over the self-created, human articulated meanings, lies in the following statement: OALib Journal In seeking to disturb the manner in which we see things, and thus our accepted notion of self as constructed through seeing, the objective is to destabilise our sense of self. […] In the absence of a writer or intended meaning all the reader has available is the option to contemplate their own act of reading (Simon Biggs, "Auto/onto-poiesis", pp. 86).
With the fractal exposure of letters and partial words, Eduardo Kac [15] also plays with the viewer's perception and with their identity as a poem's reader:
As distinguished from visual poetry, it seeks to express the discontinuity of thought; in other words, the perception of a holopoem takes place neither linearly nor simultaneously but rather through fragments seen at random by the observer, depending on the observer's position relative to the poem. Perception in space of colors, volumes, degrees of transparency changes in form, relative positions of letters and words, and the appearance and disappearance of forms is inseparable from the syntactic and semantic perception of the text. Color is not simply color; it has poetic functions as well: A letter is not just a letter but also a pictorial shape (Eduardo Kac and Ormeo Botelho, "Holopoetry", 397).
Among the many transgenic works by Eduardo Kac there are three in which the relation between the representation of the self and the reader is radicalized to new forms of arts perception: Genesis (1999), GFP Bunny (2000) and Cypher (2009) . As the genre's name suggests, this kind of work emphasizes a physical identity that is related to words in novel contexts and through which the reader is required to perceive and interact with the object in a new manner. In Genesis, Our selection of works by André Vallias and Eduardo Kac used to discuss the work of art within modernity as well as in its aesthetic politics is also meant to show how subjectivity is dissolved as a consequence of the adoption of new media: through the disappearance of an intended self in poetry, it looses its verbal connection to the materialized word, the expression of meanings and its representation. The well-known inter-subjectivity of the lyric discourse is lost; the word-or that which evocates words and therefore meanings-is now much more linked to the procedures for its appearance, and the interpretation depends on the perception of this appearance, through diagrams; holograms; genetic codes; and, finally, as a recipe how to create new self-generating poems. The magic in understanding the arts is altered; the created illusion evokes a different "aesthetic misunderstanding".
Misunderstanding Categories of Art-Reception
One of the distinguishing achievements of the procedures of the avant-gardes was the separation of semiotic signs of meaning from their representation, isolating meaning from the material of its representation and, conversely, disrupting the ties between the material and its representational and other uses. Sign categories were recombined, or simply associated individually to semantic categories leaving it up to the reception to select out of their own repertoire of semiotic signs a combination deemed appropriate to understand the aesthetical meaning of the object of art.
This procedure is however not exclusive to the avant-gardes: it already appears in the German Romantic, where instrumental accompaniment was separated from vocal music, providing a much higher semantic category: to explain the un-explicable. Thus, this procedure, as also employed by Kac and Vallias, cannot be taken as necessarily a legacy of the avant-gardes, but rather can be viewed within Rancière's "régime esthétique" as a "partage du sensible" within the adaptation of poetic meanings by technological communication in a given society. For Rancière [1] , the identification of the written arts is compared to the regime of society in its proportional distributions, in its "distribution of the sensible", creating the aesthetic regime of the literary misunderstanding ("le malentendu littéraire"). But also Hall Foster [18] , who in contrast to Bürger even identified a third avant-garde (i.e. a second distinct phase of the neo-avant-garde), which he placed in the 1960s, never dissociated "the politics of aesthetics" from its own representation:
As the first neo-avant-garde recovers the historical avant-garde, Dada in particular, it does so often literally, through a reprise of its basic devices, the effect of which is less to transform the institution of art than to transform the avant-garde into an institution (Hal Foster, The Return of the Real, p. 21).
Applying these considerations to the discussion of the aesthetic production of Kac and Vallias would mean to further the dialog between arrière-and avantgarde, and thereby to subscribe to a continued application of avant-gardistic politics to their works; re-thinking those objects in Rancière's context of "mésentente" and "malentendu", on the other hand, should open up a much larger "jeu libre" for interpretation.
Mésentente and Malentendu: The Politics of Art Reception
In Politique de la Littérature [19] is that the imagination of the reader is instigated to project many more signifiés than the poem contains. There is no equilibrium between poem and receptionthe poem requires much more activity of the passive reader, so that it becomes almost part of the "jeu libre" of the "partage du sensible". Post-concrete poems like those discussed here do not have the intrinsic power of imagination, but the intrinsic power to unsettle perception, physical perception (visual in most cases), so that the sense of the interpretation will activate another "compartment" of our imagination. The power of imagination is transferred completely to the reaction of the reader in its identity. It is not any more the intellectual capability but the cognitive one, which does not reach the passive understanding of a given poem anymore but rather the creative identity of the reader. 
Conclusions
The poems discussed do not have the pretention to be captured as wholes through their parts-like the poems of the neo-avant-garde. It is by claiming the term poisesis (from the old Greek ποιἑω, to make) as the "whole" that they separate their understanding of art from their predecessors. Regarding poiesis as "politics of aesthetics" within the "aesthetic régime", this corpus reveals itself as a critical claiming act of Modernity. The power of fiction, and here the power of interpretation, lie in the reader and not in the work of art. Fictional work, widespread through mass-media, can easily enclose the imagination of the reader in its imaginary settings as a whole; in poiesis, this self-image of the reader is excluded. The imaginary interaction between the work of fiction and the reader is not intended here, but matized. The power of the mass-media in the retention of collective imagination became evident towards the end of the Brazilian dictatorship at the beginning of the 1980s and, with the new democratic regime, should be re-thought: not the work of fiction itself, but the mass-media is responsible for keeping the readers' imagination captured. This denouncement is made by these poets through the media of the massestelevision and the Web and through the literary genre, in which no fiction is to be found in poetry.
When the transition from lyrical inter-subjectivity to a trans-collective authorship occurs by the avant-gardes, we observe, in post-modern texts, a nearly complete dissolution of the inherent authorship in the works of art. The dislocation of the authorship from poetical subjectivity to the collective reception in the process of interpretation includes the "reader" in the creation process, in the "poetry making". The author appears as fulfilling the function of vehicle of the M. Corrêa
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OALib Journal poetic representation. To suspend the inter-subjective communication of the art object, the poetic "Empfinden" of the reader, which is based on emotional or intellectual identification with the poetry maker through the understanding of the work of art, also disappears, reduced to the perception of the object. But is this really a reduction?
What are the consequences of an aesthetic régime that embraces a kind of politics of aesthetics that does not represent, through the art object, the structures of a given genre any more, but instead seeks, through the dissolution of the genre, the end of it?
When the artist dislocates themselves from their object of art, and this object has its "own life", they are acting much more as a creator than as an author.
There are no more manifests accompanying the piece, and the manifestations come from the spectator (GFP-Bunny triggered a flood of emails leading to the freeing of the rabbit and thus to the reproduction of the species).
Creators explain their poetry making, but not its intention; they explain how the reader has to read/observe the object of art or also interact with it, so that they can be part of the creation (Kac's Cypher and Vallias' Comedia) or learn to interact using and projecting its own sign-repertoire through self-created associations by interacting with the given signs (Kac's GFP-Bunny and Vallias' oratorio).
The authorial "partage du sensible", the artificial dissolution of what the author represents as lyrical self, or critical self: the creator of GFP-Bunny becomes a citizen, promenading through Avignon during the Festival, carrying his rabbit.
The poet who creates objects of art through words set in DNA or QR-Code is the carrier of a given identity that is not anymore the abstract one, which we associate to the intended author. The poet, as part of a social regime, is at the same time and without any changes also part of the aesthetic regime.
